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WHO WE ARE


DIKTIO is a Greek think tank with a European orientation which was founded in 2013.



We are a group of citizens who deeply believe in the idea of a united Europe and the
prospect of Greece into the European family. We believe that Greece belongs to Europe
and there is no Europe without Greece.



We want Greece in a Europe that defends peace, democracy and prosperity for its citizens;
having common rules and showing solidarity.



We want Greece with a vision for the future to inspire the new generation.



We fight for a different Europe... We fight for a Greece that shall be better than yesterday ...



For Greece and Europe to change, by citizens who participate, react, propose and act.

www.todiktio.eu
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1.

To contribute to a strong Greece in a strong Europe. We believe that the
European Federation is the new big project, historically necessary for the survival
and prosperity of all European peoples.

2.

To work for the effective participation of all citizens and especially young people in
the economy and in politics. To show new solutions and disruptive approaches so
that the younger generation have a job, an opinion, and participation in the
decisions of our country and of our Europe.

3.

To break national stereotypes that are re-emerging in Europe and remind us of
dark eras. We want to promote the contemporary Greeks and their significant
achievements all over the world.

www.todiktio.eu
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Membership fees.
1500 euro annual subscription by individual or corporate Supporters
5000 euro annual subscription by Supporters or companies *.
Sponsorships by charitable or nonprofit organizations.
Sponsorships for events.
Income from participation in International-European projects and events.

* By decision of the Board no such funds may exceed 5000 euro

www.todiktio.eu
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Alliances
DIKTIO cooperates and undertakes joint actions with Greek and European bodies for the
promotion of its purposes and for the strengthening of European awareness.

CLS
CENTRE FOR
LIBERAL
STRATEGIES
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Labs–Events: The experience of Germany and Greece –
Challenges for the future

FES (Friedrich Ebert Stiftung) and DIKTIO - Network for Reform in Greece and Europe, organized an event on
April 27, 2015 on forming the framework for cooperation between co-governing parties.
The event was attended by: Axel Schaefer - Vice President of the parliamentary group of SPD, Nicholaos Filis MP and Parliamentary Representative of SYRIZA, Andreas Papamimikos - Policy Committee Secretary of NEW
DEMOCRACY party, Spyros Lykoudis - The River party MP - Vice President of the Parliament, Yannis Maniatis former Minister, former Secretary of the parliamentary group of PASOK. The discussion was moderated by Anna
Diamantopoulou, President of DIKTIO, the introduction was made by Thanassis Diamantopoulos, Professor of
International and European Studies at Panteion University and an address was made by Anne Seyfferth, director
of FES - Western Europe and North America Section .
The interventions are available on the website of DIKTIO; you can also see the entire recorded event on
blod.gr.
www.todiktio.eu
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Labs–Events: The menace of fanatic Islam and internal security

During the event "The threat of fanatical Islam and internal security", organized by DIKTIO - Network for
Reform in Greece and Europe on May 14, 2015, the Deputy Minister of Citizen Protection, Yannis Panousis and
his predecessors, Nikos Dendias and Michalis Chrisochoidis, led a debate on the immigration problem and the
risk posed to Europe by the threat of jihadists.
The discussion was moderated by journalist Christos Memis and prefaced by the President of DIKTIO for Reform
in Greece and Europe and former Minister Anna Diamantopoulou. At the beginning of the event videotaped
messages were shown from the Commissioner for Migration, Home Affairs and Citizenship at EU Dimitris
Avramopoulos and the former Commissioner and current President of Notre Europe Antonio Vitorino. The
discussions are available on the website of DIKTIO, and you can see the entire recorded event on blod.gr.

www.todiktio.eu
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Labs – Events: Greece Forward- “Progressive solutions
for Greece, today and tomorrow ”

DIKTIO co-organized with the European think tank FEPS on 14 October 2015 the Greece Forward International
Congress: "Progressive solutions for Greece, today and tomorrow." The debate has contributed significantly to
deepen the reflection and research for concrete and progressive solutions that can facilitate the country exit the
crisis. This event was also the start of official collaboration between DIKTIO and FEPS.
The conference was attended by: Fofi Gennimata, President of PASOK Stavros Theodorakis, Head of The River,
Massimo D'Alema, former Italy's Prime Minister and President of FEPS, Anna Diamantopoulou, Chairman of
Network for Reform in Greece and Europe as well as scientists and politicians from Greece and Europe. The
discussions are available on the website of DIKTIO.

www.todiktio.eu
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Labs – Events: The challenge of energy in industry and employment

DIKTIO held on December 2, 2015 an event on energy costs and the impact on the Greek Industry.
Athanasios Dagoumas, Lecturer of Energy & Economic University of Piraeus, Natural Resources, presented
the study "The impact of energy costs on European competitiveness: the case of Greek Industry", which
had been carried out on behalf of DIKTIO.
A discussion followed with the participation of Kostis Hatzidakis - former ND Minister, Yannis Maniatis Democratic Coalition, former Minister, Haris Theocharis - MP of The River, Dimitris Papalexopoulos - Vice
Chairman of BSE, Anna Diamantopoulou, President of DIKTIO for Reform in Greece and Europe, Constantine
Koukleli, President of EVIKEN under the coordination of Harry Floudopoulos, journalist of BusinessWeek.
Several friends of DIKTIO attended, among others: MPs, former ministers, representatives of parties and
organizations, and especially representatives of associations and unions from the fields of Energy and
Industry. The speeches are available on the website of DIKTIO.

www.todiktio.eu
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Labs – Events: International Symposium in Constantinople
Under the auspices of the Ecumenical Patriarchate

DIKTIO – Network for Reform in Greece and Europe in collaboration with the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD),
organized on December 7, 2015 in Istanbul an International Symposium on "Cultural and Religious Diplomacy Religions as a catalyst to peaceful coexistence." The symposium was held under the auspices of the
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople, in the hall of the former Greek school of Galata, which today is the
cultural center of the Greek community in Constantinople.
H.B. the Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, the former Turkish Foreign Minister Yasar Yakis, the President of
DIKTIO for Reform in Greece and Europe Anna Diamantopoulou attended as speakers the symposium, which was
also honored by the presence of the Consul of Greece in Istanbul Mr. Sekeris.

www.todiktio.eu
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Labs – Events: Greece – Iran: Financial prospects and challenges

On December 16, 2015 DIKTIO held an open event-debate on "Greece - Iran: Economic prospects and
challenges". MPs, former ministers, Ambassador of Greece in Iran Mr. Ayfantis and several friends of DIKTIO
attended the event while the questions from the audience gave rise to a useful and enlightening dialogue on an
issue of great interest today, on an issue that has significant prospects and challenges for the Greek economy and
foreign policy. The conclusions of the discussion and the main points of the speeches made by the panelists
George Kapopoulos (coordinator), Andreas Andrianopoulos, Konstantinos Filis, Konstantina Koliou, Patroklos
Koudounis, Ambassador George Ayfantis from the audience and the President of DIKTIO for Reform in Greece and
Europe Anna Diamantopoulou are available on DIKTIO's website.

www.todiktio.eu
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Labs – Events: Social Security: Justice and Pragmatism

DIKTIO together with Friedrich Erbert Stiftung held an event on January 18, 2016 on the major social and economic
issue of Social Security in view of the Insurance and legislative initiatives prepared by the government, but also due
to the vast and timeless need for substantial reform. The event was attended by hundreds of members and friends of
DIKTIO, among them MPs, former ministers and representatives from almost all parliamentary parties, representatives
of agencies and associations of workers and employers, scientists and researchers from the social security area and
several media representatives. The speeches of Tasos Giannitsis and George Vernikos, the speech-presentation of
Professor Miltiadis Nektarios and the address of the president of DIKTIO for Reform in Greece and Europe Anna
Diamantopoulou are available on the website of DIKTIO; you can also see the whole recorded event on blod.gr.

www.todiktio.eu
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Labs – Events: Agricultural Question: is there a solution?

On Monday, February 22, 2016 DIKTIO – Network for Reform in Greece and Europe organized an event on "The
Agriculture Question: Is there a solution?" featuring speakers Tsaftaris Athanasios, Professor of Agricultural
Genetics at University of Thessaloniki, former Minister of Rural Development, Athanassios Vakalis, President of the
Agricultural Cooperative THESgala, Nikos Koutliampas, President of the Association ASEPOP Velvento. At the event
there was a short presentation of the study: "New opportunities in agriculture for Greece" by Constantinos
Karantininis, Professor at the Economics Department of the Swedish Uppsala University of Agricultural Sciences.
Moderator of the discussion was George Floridis, Lawyer, former Minister, while the introductory speech was given by
the President of DIKTIO - Network for Reform in Greece and Europe Anna Diamantopoulou. The speeches are
available on the website of DIKTIO; you can also see the entire recorded event on blod.gr.

www.todiktio.eu
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Labs – Events: Reform … for better health!

DIKTIO – Network for Reform in Greece and Europe, held on Tuesday, May 17, 2016 an event on the necessary
reform of the health system: "Reform ... for better health." The event was opened by the President of DIKTIO for
Reform in Greece and Europe Anna Diamantopoulou, followed by the introductory speech of Alekos
Papadopoulos, Former Minister of Health and the summary of DIKTIO's study on health from the University of
Piraeus Insurance Science Professor, former Governor of IKA, Miltiadis Nektarios.
A discussion followed that was moderated by journalist Argyris Papastathis with the participation of Panagiotis
Minogiannis, Executive Director of the Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, Lecturer at Columbia University, and
Souliotis Kyriakos, Assistant Professor of Health Policy, University of Peloponnese, former EOPYY Vice President.
The speeches are available on the website of DIKTIO; you can also see the entire recorded event on
blod.gr.

www.todiktio.eu
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Papers- Publications: “The Parliamentary Democracy of joint
governance”
FES (Friedrich Ebert Stiftung) and DIKTIO for Reform in Greece and
Europe, organized an event on April 27, 2015 on forming the framework
for cooperation between co-governing parties. The event was attended
by: Axel Schaefer - Vice President of the parliamentary group of SPD,
Nicholaos Filis - MP and Parliamentary Representative of SYRIZA,
Andreas Papamimikos - Policy Committee Secretary of NEA
DIMOKRATIA, Spyros Lykoudis - The River MP - Vice President of the
Parliament, Yannis Maniatis - former Minister, former Secretary of the
parliamentary group of PASOK. The discussion was moderated by Anna
Diamantopoulou, President of DIKTIO, the introduction was made by
Thanassis Diamantopoulos, Professor of International and European
Studies at Panteion University and an address was made by Anne
Seyfferth, director of FES - Western Europe and North America Section.
The introduction was made by Thanassis Diamantopoulos, Professor of
International and European Studies of Panteion University who
prepared, taking into consideration the conclusions of the debate, the
new policy paper of DIKTIO, entitled: "The parliamentary democracy of
joint governance." The policy paper was published on May 18, 2015
and is available on the website of DIKTIO.

www.todiktio.eu
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Papers- Publications
“An X-ray of the referendum of July 5 and its impacts”
A current analysis of the Director of DIKTIO Yannis Mastrogeorgiou
was published on July 17, 2015 and is available on DIKTIO’s
website.

“EMU 2.0: Patches or a paradigm shift?”
An analysis of the new structure of EMU in response to the report
of the five Presidents. Facts, analysis and highlights of what
needs to change in the Eurozone. The analysis was published on
August 4, 2015, is signed by the Director of DIKTIO Yannis
Mastrogeorgiou and is available on the website of DIKTIO.

www.todiktio.eu
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Papers- Publications: “The impacts of the agreement of the 3rd
memorandum in EMU developments”
The obvious good news is that Greece remains in the Eurozone. The less
obvious worrying news, however, is the reaffirmation of the weaknesses of the
EMU structure, and the urgent need for its revision. The agreement between
Greece and its partners involves a number of challenges not only for the
country, but also for the EMU. We repeat the known, but ever current, position
that a monetary union without at least an economic union is a weak and
impossible endeavor. The experience of the last five years, has highlighted the
weakness of the monetary union, which can only work to the extent that it is
effective, while it is based on the close coordination and cooperation of all, in
the context of their irrevocable commitment to the common currency. It will
take time to appreciate the consequences of what EMU has gone through. But
in the wake of Greece's agreement for a 3rd Economic Stabilization Program,
it is high time to draw some preliminary conclusions and look at three key risks
to three fundamental challenges for the future of the EMU. The study was
published on September 8, 2015, it is signed by the Director of DIKTIO
Yannis Mastrogeorgiou and is available on the website of DIKTIO.

www.todiktio.eu
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Papers- Publications
“Developments in EMU and balances with countries outside the Euro Zone”
"Poor management capacity of the EMU countries in the early years of the crisis,
has led some countries outside the euro zone to develop skeptic tendencies as to
the endorsement of the Euro. On the other hand, developments in the EMU
structure that have recently started and the fact that the majority of EU countries
are already in the EMU, are forcing those countries outside the EMU to seek ways
to safeguard their interests. DIKTIO presents a brief inventory of proposals that
can contribute to building trust between Euro countries and other countries, while
making efforts to develop and improve the EMU". The study was published on
September 28, 2015 it is signed by the Director of DIKTIO Yannis
Mastrogeorgiou and is available on the website of DIKTIO.

“Study on the relations of EU-UN on the occasion of its 70th anniversary”
On the anniversary of the UN establishment, and in view of the new EU Strategy
being prepared by the High Commissioner, we present a study on the role of the EU
in the UN General Assembly, the importance of a single EU representation at the
General Assembly and the significance of this opportunity to generally enhance the
EU's international presence in other forums and organizations. The study of the
Director of DIKTIO Yannis Mastrogeorgiou on EU - UN to mark the 70 years since
its foundation was published on October 29, 2015 and is available on the website
of DIKTIO.

www.todiktio.eu
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Papers- Publications: “DIKTIO’s analysis on demographics”
One of the most important factors for the sustainability of a pension
system is the demographic development. Both Greece and Europe are
aging rapidly. The welfare state will receive strong pressures in the
coming years due to demographics. On the occasion of the debate in
the Parliament of Heads of political parties on the pension reform,
DIKTIO presents the downward demographic trend in Europe and
Greece, drawing data from major published studies and articles. What
needs to be addressed, however, by the Government, political parties
and organizations, is to submit concrete proposals to halt the course of
population reduction, in conditions of economic crisis. The integration
of immigrants is one of the proposals, but it will face reactions during
implementation as, unfortunately, the xenophobia virus spreads, in
many countries as a result of the inability to cope with refugee flows in
the EU. Analysis of the Director of DIKTIO Yannis Mastrogeorgiou on
the major issue of demographics was published on January 27, 2016
and is available on the website of DIKTIO.

www.todiktio.eu
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Papers- Publications: “EU-G. Britain: a NETWORK analysis”
Negotiations between Britain and the European Union coincide with a critical
time for the development of the Union. The financial and the refugee
galloping crises affect talks on the future of the EU's relationship with one of
the most powerful and influential global members. The outcome of the talks
is expected to play a key role on whether the country shall remain in Europe,
but also influences the debate on the future of the Union. DIKTIO - Network
for Reform in Greece and Europe, outlines the basic positions of Great
Britain, the consequences for the Union Law if they are adopted, the
importance of negotiations for the Union and the opportunities that exist
therein, so that the debate evolves into a promotional lever to assist the
Union, at a time when its consistency is precarious. The analysis of the
Director of DIKTIO Yannis Mastrogeorgiou on the negotiation between EU
- G. Britain in view of the referendum regarding the country remaining in the
EU was published on February 1, 2016 and is available on the website of
DIKTIO.

www.todiktio.eu
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Papers- Publications: “#TTIP: The challenge of the Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership”
Two major events stamp the contemporary global economic and
trade affairs, opening a new and interesting skyline. The TPP (TransPacific Partnership) that has already been approved by the parties
involved and is now developing and the TTIP (Transatlantic trade
and investment agreement) that regards the US and the EU, which
is still under negotiation.
This analysis by DIKTIO presents the main points of the negotiated
TTIP agreement, the main friction points that need to be clarified
further, and the advantages arising from the agreement for the
development of the Union.
Analysis of DIKTIO's collaborator Eleana Siskou of the Transatlantic
Trade and Investment agreement between US and EU was
published on February 5, 2016 and is available on DIKTIO's
website

www.todiktio.eu
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Papers- Publications: “Plan “N” for Social Security”

DIKTIO sent to the presidents of the parties of the Parliament the study carried out on the pension
reform and held meetings with them. The paper was presented by Professor Miltiadis Nektarios at a
special event of DIKTIO; we call it "Plan N", because our look was directed at young people and future
employees. In the context of updating the political parties on the "Draft N" we held three meetings with the
President and members of New Democracy, the head of the movement The River, Mr. St. Theodorakis, and
his colleagues and the President and members of the Democratic Left. The study by Professor Miltiadis
Nektarios on pension reform was published on February 11, 2016 and is available on the website of
DIKTIO.

www.todiktio.eu
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Papers- Publications
“EU Study – Immigration – Terrorism”
The study entitled "The European Union's Contribution to Solving
Global Problems - Humanitarian aid, Immigration, Terrorism" by the
member of DIKTIO Theoklitos Vassiliadis, focuses on description and
analysis of specific EU policies and actions in three areas: a) international
terrorism b) migration, focusing mainly on the problem of illegal immigration
and asylum protection and c) humanitarian assistance focusing mainly on
tackling and the refugee crisis. The study was published on April 6, 2016
and is available on the website of DIKTIO.

“Study: Reform in the Health System”
DIKTIO prepared and sent a study on the restructuring of the health
system to the presidents of the parties of the Parliament. The study was
coordinated and presented by Prof. Miltiadis Nektarios at a special event
of DIKTIO. It consists of two sections: the first refers to the administrative
and operational modernization of the health system of the country,
emphasizing the improvement of the services provided. The second
proposes "Public Private Sector Partnership programs ", with the aim of
reducing excessive private health costs incurred by Greek citizens. The
entire study-proposal was published on May 13, 2016 and is available on
the website of DIKTIO.

www.todiktio.eu
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Political Analysis Bulletins

One of the new activities of DIKTIO is the attempt to analyze the
current political situation in Greece and Europe, on a regular basis,
at an effort to approach political developments, by objectively
analyzing facts and their implications. The 16 Bulletins of the third
year of operation the Network are signed by John Mastrogeorgiou,
Director of DIKTIO, and George Papoulias, Political Scientist,
Associate of DIKTIO.

www.todiktio.eu
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Working Breakfast with World Leaders: Enrico Letta

DIKTIO on May 26, 2015 organized a "working breakfast with famous world leaders" with special guest this
time the former Italian prime minister, Enrico Letta with the participation of Greeks from the area of politics,
economy, science and journalism. The debate consisted in two sections. The first focused on the new EMU
structure and the crisis in Greece and Italy and the second discussed the issue of migration in the
Mediterranean.

www.todiktio.eu
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Working Breakfast with World Leaders: Mette Knudsen

DIKTIO on June 29, 2015 held another working breakfast welcoming the Ambassador of Denmark
Ms. Mette Knudsen. The main topics of discussion were the role of women in modern society and
the economy, the role of young people in Greece in crisis conditions and ways of boosting the
growth of the Greek economy.

www.todiktio.eu
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Working Breakfast with World Leaders: Erkki Liikanen
DIKTIO, organized on September 21, 2015 another meeting with
prominent international personalities. Guest this time was the
Central Banker of Finland, Erkki Liikanen. Mr. Liikanen noted that
any "trust" built with Greece recently should not be lost. The
Finnish central banker appeared cautiously optimistic about the
growth of the Eurozone, and attributed his country's economic
problems to the downward spiral of Nokia, the pressure in the
paper industry, which is one of the main sources of wealth of the
country, but also in the recessionary course of Russia's economy,
which is one of the main trading partners of Finland.
Mr. Liikanen defended the policy followed by the ECB in recent
years and noted that the promotion of the banking-financial
consolidation and the establishment of an effective deposit
insurance to 100,000 Euros, through a common deposit guarantee
fund, will be an important development in the attempt to stabilize
eurozone, but also an essential tool to promote growth.

www.todiktio.eu
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International activities-Attendances-ParticipationsCollaborations-Projects

Hypocrisy, Anti-Hypocrisy Project - Berlin 2016
The President of DIKTIO for Reform in Greece and Europe Anna Diamantopoulou, participated and
contributed a speech on a Meeting of the Reflection Group on Foreign Policies and International Order, on
February 17, 2016. This is a part of the project “Hypocrisy, Anti-Hypocrisy and International Order: the
Dilemmas of Liberal Power in the 21st Century”, initiated by the Centre for Liberal Strategies with the
support of the Robert Bosch Stiftung and Charles Stewart Mott Foundation. Her remarks reflected on the
issue:"The Greek bailout: what determines Brussels'position about Greece: concern for the Greek
economy or for Western banks?“. In the context of this project a study trip to Greece of the Reflection
Group on Foreign Policies and International Order will initiated on June 13 to 16, 2016, under the auspices of
DIKTIO for Reform in Greece and Europe.

www.todiktio.eu
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International activities-Attendances-ParticipationsCollaborations

The refugee crisis at Bellevue Forum 2016
The President of DIKTIO for Reform in Greece and
Europe, Anna Diamantopoulou was invited by German
President Joachim Gauck at this year's Bellevue Forum,
which took place on Friday, February 26, 2016 in Berlin,
on the refugee crisis in Europe.

www.todiktio.eu

WWWforEurope Final Conference 2016
DIKTIO participated in the WWWforEurope
Program Conference in Brussels on February 25,
2016 and was represented by the member of
NETWORK Evi Chatziandreou.
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International activities-Attendances-ParticipationsCollaborations

Vision or Reality
The President of DIKTIO – Network for Reform in
Greece and Europe, Anna Diamantopoulou was
invited as a speaker at the conference organized in
Belgrade by FES: Mittel- und Osteuropa "Social
Europe / Vision or Reality" # SocialEurope

www.todiktio.eu

Society of the Citizens continued
DIKTIO participated in the conference held in February in
Belgrade by the European Movement International and the
European Movement of Serbia in cooperation with TACSO
and the Office for European Integration of Serbia entitled
"Continuity of Civil Society: A common dialogue on the
European path" and was represented by Political Scientist
- Associate of DIKTIO George Papoulias.
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International activities-Attendances-ParticipationsCollaborations

Developments of the EUSingle Market - Brussels

Society of the Citizens continued

The President of DIKTIO - Network for Reform in
Greece and Europe, Anna Diamantopoulou, was
keynote speaker at the conference on the
development of the Single Market "five freedoms
project", held Tuesday, April 5, 2016 in Brussels.

The President of DIKTIO - Network for Reform in
Greece and Europe, Anna Diamantopoulou had the
opportunity to discuss with the Nobel laureate Paul
Krugman under the Athens Democracy Forum
organized by the New York Times in Athens, on the
issue of global inequality as a major global challenge
for democracy.

www.todiktio.eu
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International activities-Attendances-ParticipationsCollaborations

Tatra summit
The President of DIKTIO - Network for Reform in
Greece
and
Europe,
Anna
Diamantopoulou
represented DIKTIO at #tatrasummit in November
2015 in Bratislava, with 82 speakers discussing on the
future of Europe.

www.todiktio.eu

Conference on Coordination of European Policy
in Berlin
The President of DIKTIO - Network for Reform in
Greece and Europe, Anna Diamantopoulou made an
intervention in the workshop organized in Berlin by the
Institute of Jacques Delors on "Supervision of
Coordination of Economic Policy in the European
Union" with the participation of several Members of
National Parliaments etc.
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International activities-Attendances-ParticipationsCollaborations

Event by “Drassis” on the issue of Refugees
– Immigrants
The Director of DIKTIO – Network for Reform in
Greece and Europe, Yannis Mastrogeorgiou, was a
speaker at the event of "Drassis" political party in the
context of pre-conference dialogue on the issue of
refugees and immigrants.

www.todiktio.eu

Conference on Coordination of European Policy
in Berlin
The President of DIKTIO Anna Diamantopoulou took
part in the conference organized in Berlin by Robert
Bosh Academy "Richard von Weizsäcker Forum Leadership and Responsibility" speaking at a panel
discussion on "Solidarity and Democracy in Europe"
along with former Italian Prime Minister Mario Monti,
Turkish political and economist Kemal Derviş, German
Labour Minister Jörg Asmussen etc.
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International activities-Attendances-ParticipationsCollaborations

Meeting with Pierre Moscovici
The President of DIKTIO Anna Diamantopoulou held
a meeting with the Economic Affairs Commissioner
Pierre Moscovici to discuss on the future and the
evolution of the Eurozone structure. DIKTIO has
produced two studies on the occasion of the
publication of the report by Five Presidents, a few
months ago, regarding deepening and integration of
the EMU.
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Meeting with Olaf Scholz
The President of DIKTIO Anna Diamantopoulou
had a meeting today May 19, 2016 in Hamburg
with the Social Democrat Mayor of Hamburg and
Vice president of SPD Olaf Scholz.
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International activities-Attendances-Participations-Collaborations

Speech at “Munich Seminar”
The President of DIKTIO Anna Diamantopoulou,
spoke on Monday, May 30, 2016 in Munich during
the monthly organized lectures "Münich Seminar".
The "Münich Seminar" is a joint initiative of the
University of Munich, the Süddeutsche Zeitung
newspaper and the Institute CES ifo, one of the
largest institutes on Economic Research of
Germany.
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Conference on the future of Europe
In Vienna Monday, May 30, 2016 the Director of DIKTIO,
Yannis Mastrogeorgiou attended a conference on the
future of the EU. The conference was jointly organized
by the Centre for Liberal Strategies and Bruno Kriesky
Forum with the participation of important European
analysts and academics.
In the meeting the issue of the EU's development after
the referendum in Great Britain was extensively
discussed. Common component of all interventions was
that the EU urgently needs to make significant steps
both in matters of "high" policy, and in everyday issues
affecting the life of European citizens, to demonstrate
the ability to evolve through the various crises.
36

Internet profile of DIKTIO

The web page of DIKTIO was created in February 2013 and was officially launched in April 2013.
 The official website of DIKTIO http://todiktio.eu/ attracts more than 100 single visitors daily!

www.todiktio.eu

 Its profile on FB

https://www.facebook.com/ToDiktio

 Its profile on

https://twitter.com/todiktio

has 1721 likes
has 965 followers
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Summary of activities of DIKTIO
APRIL 2015 – MAY 2016

9 Labs-Events
3 Working breakfast with World
Leaders

15 International activities –
attendances – participations –
collaborations - projects

www.todiktio.eu

28 Papers-Publications/Political
Analysis Bulletins
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